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Short Description

The Razer Goliathus Control Edition is engineered to exceed the exacting demands of the world's top
professional gamers. The tournament-tuned textured weave delivers the right amount of friction to ensure
pixel-precise targeting and optimal response while keeping the glide smooth and consistent. This mouse mat
is optimized for use with all gaming-grade mice, regardless of sensitivity settings and sensor type.

Description

The Razer Goliathus Control Edition is engineered to exceed the exacting demands of the world's top professional gamers. The
tournament-tuned textured weave delivers the right amount of friction to ensure pixel-precise targeting and optimal response
while keeping the glide smooth and consistent. This mouse mat is optimized for use with all gaming-grade mice, regardless of
sensitivity settings and sensor type.
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Features

Heavily Textured Weave for CONTROL Gameplay
The micro-textures on the surface of the Razer Goliathus deliver the right amount of friction to your gaming mouse’s movements,
so you get pixel-precise targeting for absolute in-game accuracy. The weave also provides a nice, comfortable feel under your
hand, minimizing fatigue during extended periods of play.

Optimized for All Sensitivity Settings and Sensors
Low sense, high sense, laser, optical, or dual-sensor systems – whatever your sensitivity setting or preferred gaming mouse, the
Razer Goliathus offers total tracking responsiveness for consistently reliable in-game control.

Available in Four different sizes
Yours could be a tiny corner on a desk overflowing with stuff, a vast expansive space, or you’re always on the move. Whatever
your play-style and space needs, the Razer Goliathus comes in four different sizes to accommodate them all.

Specifications

Heavily textured weave for precise mouse control
Pixel-precise targeting and tracking
Optimized for all mouse sensitivities and sensors
Highly portable cloth-based design
Anti-fraying stitched frame
Anti-slip rubber base
Available in four different sizes: small, medium, large, extended

Thickness of all Goliathus Mats is 3mm / 0.12"

Small: 215mm x 270mm / 8.46" x 10.73"
Medium: 254mm x 355mm / 10" x 13.98"
Large: 355mm x 444mm / 13.98" x 17.48"
Extended: 294mm x 920mm / 11.57" x 36.22
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Additional Information

Brand Razer

SKU RZ02-01070700-R3M1

Weight 0.5000

Color Black/Green

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 879862008574


